
LeeSan TANK FITTING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Decide on a suitable location for 
your tank making sure that there is 

adequate space above it (approx 
150mm) for fittings and access for 

maintenance. 
NOTE: Tank may “swell “ slightly 

when full. 

2. Install the tank and secure with 
timber frame or straps. 

Appropriate LeeSan Straps are 
available, product code 02644 

 
Remember that when FULL this 

could weigh a considerable amount 
so ensure that timber and fixings 

are of adequate strength. 
NOTE: Tank may “swell “ slightly 

when full. 

3. Install toilet making sure to 
follow LeeSan product instructions 

carefully. 



4. Identify position of deck 
fitting/s.  

Hole saw size for Pump out  
= 65mm  

Hole saw size for rinse out  
= 44mm 

Screw tap size = 5mm 
Labels are supplied as separate 

items so can also be fitted around 
the outside of the flange. 

5. Identify position of vent. 
Suggested options are transom or 

side of hull. Ensure that vent is 
positioned far enough above water 
line to prevent water ingress from 

passing  wash. 
BSS require  at least 10” (254m) 

free space above the waterline. 
Position to avoid rain ingress and 

possible “rubbing” damage. 

6. Identify position of Tank Level 
Indicator. This should NOT be too 

close to the inlet as incoming 
waste will cause unit to give false 

readings. 



7. Trial fit pipes from W.C., Deck 
Fitting and Vent. 

Ensure that hose can be replaced 
in future maintenance Leave about 
6” (150mm) spare on hose ends to 

allow for cutting and re-making 
connection if this should become 

necessary. 
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8. Mark out position of fittings 
on top of tank. 

NOTE: 
Rinse out 
connection should 
be opposite Pump 
out to ensure best 
cleaning flow. 



9. Drill and fit Uniseals and 
adaptors. See Data sheet 063-1 

for hole sizes.  
Once hole is drilled insert 

Uniseal and then coat inside 
with washing up liquid to 
facilitate easy insertion of 

adaptor. When connection hose 
tails to adaptors use appropriate 
waterproof sealants, PTFE tape 

etc to ensure a liquid proof joint. 

10. Note the special arrangement 
and different size Uniseal for 

pump out “dip” tube. This 
consists of a standard adapter 

with a collar (which increases the 
hole diameter required) and a full 

tank depth, 45° chamfer ended 
pipe, both permanently attached 

with solvent weld glue.   

11. Install hose tails using 
suitable sealant or PTFE tape.  

Note the ability to rotate the 
fittings in the Uniseal to allow for 

correct alignment, particularly 
helpful when fitting 90° elbows.. 

 



12. Cut hoses to correct length 
and install. 

As a belt and braces measure, we 
suggest using 2 hose clips on 
pump out and vacuum  pipes. 

Marking each pipe with its 
function can also be a great help 

for future maintenance. 
Leave about 6” (150mm) spare 

on hose ends to allow for cutting 
and re-making connection if this 

should become necessary. 

13. Connect hoses to all 
ancillaries vent, deck fittings etc.  

 
DOUBLE CHECK ALL 

JOINTS AND 
CONNECTIONS! 

14. If you plan to install a 
Microvent, product code 02070, 
this can be installed anywhere in 

the vent line. 
Note. This should be located 

where it can be maintained 
(filters replaced) and not where 
water can enter and damage the 

element. See data sheet 010-1 



15. Fit cables for tank monitor, 
once fitted clip back and cover 
(using duct tape or similar) to 

avoid damage from stowed 
items. 
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ADITIONAL NOTES: Answers to FAQ’s on our web site 
 
Non Return Valves and Anti Siphon information. 
All hose is NOT the same! To ensure that you don’t suffer from toilet smells ONLY use 
Leeflex Marine sanitation grade hose.  
Cheap hose clips are a false economy and can fail or even rust,, Only use our top quality 
LeeSan Stainless Steel hose clips. 
 
 
Suggested associated products to consider: Find them on our web site! 
 
HTS systems - To keep your “head” smelling fragrant. 
Flush-it - To flush system with fresh water to eliminate smelly bacteria growth when leaving 
boat for a while. 
Cleen-n-green  - To dissolve down toilet to de-scale and clean toilet, pipe work and tank. 
Fast dissolving Loo Paper - To guard against troublesome blockages. 
Waterproof loo paper holder - To protect paper when shower is in same area. 
Leeflex non permeable (no smell) Hose - To ensure installation is odour free. 
Bronze or stainless steel deck fittings -To meet ISO standard and ensure a clean and trouble 
free pump out. 

NOTE: 
Clip back  
and cover 



Overboard Discharge option 

INSTALLATION: 
Hull types:  
LeeSan Bronze Skin Fittings are suitable for 
GRP, Steel, Wood and Ferro-cement hull 
materials. 
 
We recommend strengthening the hull, in the 
area around the fitting with a wooden pad, 
bonded to the hull with underwater sealing 
compound.  
 
To ensure watertight joints underwater 
sealing compound should also be put under 
the seacock flange. 
 
For steel hull materials, the skin fitting 
should be isolated with a gasket and fixed 
with stainless steel studs. See Data Sheet 
060-1 for drawing. 



 


